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Shear-induced formation of vesicles in membrane phases: Kinetics and size selection mechanism
elasticity versus surface tension

L. Courbin and P. Panizza*
Centre de Physique Mole´culaire Optique et Hertzienne, UMR 5798, Universite´ Bordeaux I, 351 Cours de la Libe´ration,

33400 Talence, France
~Received 17 September 2003; published 23 February 2004!

Multilamellar vesicles can be formed upon shearing lamellar phases (La) and phase-separated lamellar-
sponge (La /L3) mixtures. In the first case, the vesicle volume fraction is always 100% and the vesicle size is
monitored by elasticity~‘‘onion textures’’!. In the second system the vesicle volume fraction can be tuned from
0 to 100% and the mean size results from a balance between capillary and viscous forces~‘‘Taylor droplets’’!.
However, despite these differences, in both systems we show that the formation of vesicles is a strain-
controlled process monitored by a universal primary buckling instability of the lamellae.
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INTRODUCTION

At high concentrations, surfactant molecules in solut
may assemble to form membranes~or bilayers!. At thermal
equilibrium, their topology is given in a first approximatio
neglecting the entropy, by a minimization of the elastic e
ergy:E5 (k/2) **@c11c2#2dS1k̃**c1c2dS, wherec1 and
c2 are the two radii of curvature, andk and k̃ the elastic
bending and the Gaussian bending constants, both ha
units of energy@1, 2#. The first part corresponds to the ener
cost to bend a bilayer from its flat configuration. The seco
part is only a function of the topology of the surface
derived by Gauss and Bonnet@3#: EGaussian5k̃**c1c2dS
54pk̃(n2g), wheren andg are respectively the number
of independent surfaces and of handles. On these grou
when k̃ is a negative, spherical geometry~i.e., vesicle! is
favored for k̃/k,22 and the lamellar~or La) phase for
22,k̃/k,0. When k̃ becomes positive, the formation o
handles is promoted, leading to the stability of the sponge~or
L3) phase@4#. Since such membrane phases are constitu
of surfaces differently stacked in space, strong couplings
tween flow and their structure can be anticipated. In the p
decade, a large experimental effort has been devoted to c
acterizing these couplings, leading to a non-Newtonian
havior @5#. Without any doubt, the most extraordinary e
ample of such coupling is the formation of a structure ma
of closed compact multilamellar vesicles~MLVs!, obtained
upon shearing eitherLa phases@6–10# or La /L3 two-phase
coexisting regions@11,12#. Due to their potential application
@13,14# in pharmacology for drug delivery, in biochemistr
catalysis, and in cosmetics, this shear-induced struct
which does not exist at equilibrium, has drawn much inter
in the past few years. In this paper, we investigate the me
nisms of the formation and size selection of such structu
In a previous paper@15#, we have already reported prelim
nary results for an inverse lamellar phase made of sod
dodecyl sulfate, water, pentanol, and dodecane. In what
lows, however, we consider two different systems, namel
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direct La phase and aLa /L3 phase-separated mixture bo
made with sodium bis~2-ethylhexyl! sulfosuccinate, and
brine. We focus more specifically on conductivity measu
ments and show that the formation of MLVs results in bo
systems from a universalstrain controlled process likely
monitored by a buckling instability of the membranes,
inferred from recent theories.

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

To investigate the effect of flow onLa phases, we work
both with a direct and an inverse lamellar phase, stabili
by undulation interactions@16#. The first system is a pseud
binary mixture made of 20-wt. % sodium bis~2-ethylhexyl!
sulfosuccinate~AOT! and 80-wt. % brine~sodium chloride!
whose phase diagram has already been published by G
and Miller @17#. In this water system,k̃ is strongly affected
by the salinityS, which screens the interaction between po
heads. It is negative at low salinities and increases withS.
On the other hand,k'3kBT @18# does not depend onS. At
25 °C, for low salinities (S51.4%), the equilibrium phase i
a direct lamellar phase (La) whereas, for high salinities (S
.2%), thebilayers interconnect randomly and form a New
tonian bicontinuous phase referred to in Literature as spo
phase~or L3 phase! @4#. For intermediate salinities, a coex
istence of these two phases is observed~see Fig. 1!.

The second system is made of sodium dodecyl sul
~SDS!, pentanol, dodecane and water. For aSDS/water
weight ratio of 1.55, the phase diagram of this quatern
system presents a large lamellar region@19#. This lamellar
phase is constituted of water films surrounded by surfac
molecules and separated by a solvent which is a mixture
91-wt. % dodecane and 9-wt. % pentanol. By changing
dilution, the inter-membrane distance can be varied conti
ously from 40 up to 300 Å. Along this dilution path, th
membrane thicknessd52.6 nm andk'kBT @20# remain
fixed. In what follows, we will refer to this inverse lamella
phase as the oil system.

A. Shear cells

Small angle light scattering~SALS! experiments are per
formed under shear flow with home-made transparent C
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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ette cells. The inner cylinder~radius Ri525 mm) is fixed
while the outer one rotates at a constant angular velocityv.
With such a flow geometry, simple Newtonian fluids exhi
a quasiconstant shear rate. However, when the gap is fi
with non-Newtonian materials~such as liquid crystals, fo
instance!, the flow may become more complex. Neverth
less, we keep the name shear rate and notationġ5Rov/D,
where D is the width of the annular gap between the tw
coaxial cylinders andRo the outer radius. This quantity rep
resents the mean shear rate through the gap. By changin
rotor, it is possible to varyD from 500 mm to 2 mm. For
every setup that we use, note thatD is much smaller than
Ro . Consequently, the steady state stress and local shea
can be considered as nearly uniform in the whole cell@21#.
Briefly, a circularly polarized He-Ne laser beam~wavelength
is l5632.8 nm in vacuum! passes through the cell along th
shear gradient direction (¹W V) and probes the sample in on
one of the gaps. The scattered pattern corresponding to
scattered in the velocity-vorticity (VW ,ZW ) plane is digitalized,
by means of a CCD video camera coupled to a perso
computer for the frame acquisition and analysis. Two el
trodes, mounted on the stator, allow us to measure the
ductivity of the sample along the velocity direction@22,23#.
Microscopic observations are performed eitherin situ with a
commercial Rheovisometer~Rheocontrol, France!, using a
cone-plate cell or by removing the sample from the cell a
observing it between crossed polarizers.

B. Lamellar phases

1. Steady states

As previously shown by Diat and co-workers@6,24# and
later by others authors@7,9,25–27#, above a critical shea
rate ġc of the order of a few s21, lamellar phases may be
come unstable under shear flow. The lamellae then roll u
form an assembly made of micrometric closed compact m
tilamellar vesicles, known in literature as the onion textu

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of a pseudobinary system consistin
20-wt. % AOT and 80-wt. % brine as a function ofS, the weight
fraction of salinity. The temperature is set to 25 °C. Insets: sho
are schematic representations of lamellar~smectic distanced) and
sponge structures~pore sizez! and visualizations between crosse
polarizers of a test tube containing solutions prepared with diffe
brine weight fractions.
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For a given shear rateġ.ġc , the steady state size distribu
tion of the formed vesicles is very narrow, the mean s
being controlled byġ.

Prior to the study of the formation kinetics of MLVs, le
us first characterize the final steady state onion texture in
water system as a function ofġ and S by means of SALS,
optical microscopy, and rheology. In agreement with pre
ous studies@6,7,12#, once a constant shear rateġ.1 s21 is
applied to thisLa phase, after a transient regime which c
be very long, typically a few hours, we witness the em
gence of a scattering ring in SALS. This ring clearly sho
that a shear-induced micrometric structure has formed in
solution. Optical microscopy observations made betwe
crossed polarizers allow us to identify this structure as
onion texture. The isotropy of this ring indicates that th
onion texture has a glassy structure. Indeed, as reveale
cryofracture experiments@28#, it consists of an assembly o
randomly oriented monodomains of sizeL in which the
polyhedral closed compact vesicles present a period
stacking~Fig. 2! @29#.

From the position of the scattering ring,qring , the vesicle
size can then be measured according to the relationR
52p/qring . It decreases continuously from a few microm
ters to a tenth of it upon increasing the value of shear r
~see Fig. 3!. For all the solutions prepared, we find that t
sizeR increases strongly withS, and scales withġ according
to R}ġa with a'20.5 ~see the inset of Fig. 3!. The value
of this exponent is found on very different system
@12,24,30#, and therefore seems to be a universal feature

of

n

nt

FIG. 2. Shown is a schematic representation of the so-ca
glassy onion texture adapted from Ref.@29#. Within each mon-
odomain of sizeL, the vesicles are periodically staked. In SAL
each domain gives rise to six well defined Bragg peaks locate
q5qring52p/R whereR is the distance between adjacent vesic
centers. The random orientation of the monodomains leads in S
to an isotropic ring.
4-2
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glassy onion textures. According to Diatet al. @24#, the
steady state sizeR results from a mechanical balance b
tween the viscous stress 4pR2hġ and the elastic one
4p(2k1k̃)/d, whered and h, respectively, stand for the
smectic distance and the solution viscosity. This mo
yields a relationR'A(2k1k̃)/(hdġ) @Eq. ~1!#, whose
ġ21/2 dependence is in good agreement with experime
observations provided that the solution is Newtonian~i.e.,
constant viscosity!. In order to check this point, we measu
with our stress-controlled rheometer,h, the onion steady
state viscosity as a function ofġ ~Fig. 4!. We find that it
varies according toh}ġ2n, with n50.7510.05. The same
value of this exponent has been obtained by other author

FIG. 3. Variation of the vesicle sizeR as a function of shear rat
ġ, derived from SALS measurements. Different symbols cor
spond respectively to solutions~water system! with S51.3% ~d!,
S51.4% ~s! and S51.5% ~m!. The lines correspond to the be
power law fits R}ġa: one finds, respectively, R
53.25ġ2(0.5360.03), R55.24ġ2(0.5460.03), and R
510.07ġ2(0.5560.02). Inset: log-log plot. The dashed line, a guid
for the eyes, has a slope of21/2.

FIG. 4. Variation ofh, the steady state viscosity as a function
ġ for the water system (S51.4% andT525 °C). The solid line
stands for the best power fit in the MLV region:h
518.33ġ2(0.7560.05). Inset: shown is the SALS pattern character
tic of the steady state onion texture.
02150
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many different systems@31–33#. It is in good agreemen
with the value,n50.8, predicted by Klemanet al. @34#, us-
ing an analogy with the theory of high temperature creep
metal and alloys@35#. Now, if one inserts this shear-thinnin
viscosity (h}ġ20.75) into Eq. ~1!, a scaling behaviorR
}ġ20.12 not consistent with experimental observations is o
tained. However if in Eq.~1! one replaces the viscosity of th
solution by that of solvent the correctġ21/2 experimental
dependence is then obtained. Takingd'1028 m, ġ
510 s21, and (2k1k̃)'kBT, and, forh, the viscosity of
the solvent~i.e.,h51023 Pas) and replacing them in Eq.~1!
gives a theoretical sizeR'6 mm, which is of the order of
the measured one. Unfortunately in that case, a limitation
the model concerns the variation ofR with d. Comprehen-
sive experimental work by Diat and Roux shows thatR
}ġ21/2d22 @24#, whereas relation~1! then yields ad21/2

dependence. Despite this limitation, the model howe
qualitatively accounts for~i! the increase ofR with S ~see
Fig. 3! since the energy cost to roll up a flat bilayer into
spherical vesicle,E54p(2k1k̃), increases when approach
ing theL3 phase~i.e., whenS increases! and~ii ! the decrease
of R when the solvent viscosity is enhanced. Another attem
to explain the variation ofR with ġ has been proposed b
Van der Lindenet al. @37#. Following Taylor’s approach used
for dilute emulsions@36#, these authors suggest instead th

R'seff /t whereseff5AKB̄ andt5hġ, are respectively the
pseudosurface tension necessary to deform a multi-lam
vesicle@38# and the viscous stress. Unfortunately, the var
tion predicted by their model, namelyR}ġ20.25, is not con-
sistent with the experimental results obtained at fixed sh
rate. As a conclusion, the variation of the MLVs size wi
shear rate is universal to glassy onion structures and rem
so far unexplained.

2. Formation

Let us now focus more specifically on the formation k
netics of MLVs under shear flow. Figure 5~a! shows the evo-
lution of the SALS pattern observed after a constant sh
rate, ġ, is applied to aLa phase. In agreement with obse
vations made by Zipfelet al. @39#, on a nonionic lamellar
system, for both water and oil systems, we first notice
anisotropic enhancement of the SALS pattern slightly el
gated in the vorticity direction@see the insets of Figs. 5~a!–
5~d!#. After a well defined time delay,te , a scattering ring,
suddenly appears, at a finite wave-vectorq5qe , @insets of
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. Then, its position moves continuous
towards larger wave-vectors@Fig. 5~b!#, until reaching its
final position,q5qf}ġ1/2, characteristic of the steady sta
onion structure@see the inset of Fig. 5~c!#. When the flow is
stopped beforete , the texture we observe between cross
polarizers is very similar to the one prior to shearing@Fig.
5~a!#. On the other hand, observations made fort5te and t
.te reveal a homogeneous texture which is very similar
that of the final onion steady state@Figs. 5~a!–5~c!#. Our
observations made on two differentLa phases~water and oil
systems! are very different from those made by Le´on et al.
@40# on a very dilute AOT system. Namely, we do nev
observe the nucleation of any large isolated vesicles wh

-
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L. COURBIN AND P. PANIZZA PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021504 ~2004!
then align and fill the shearing cell. In agreement with
recent work of Nettensheimet al. @41#, our observations sug
gest instead that the shear-induced formation of MLVs d
not occur through a nucleation process but more lik
through ahydrodynamic instabilityof the membranes, as ex
pected from theories. Let us develop this point into mo
details. Indeed, a few years ago, inspired by the work
Ostwaldet al. on smectic A phases@42,43#, Diat and Roux
have conjectured that the shear-induced transition to M
is triggered by a buckling~or undulation! instability @24#.
According to them, this instability occurs because the g
spacing is not uniform in the experiment. At rest~i.e., with-
out any shear flow!, the existence of dislocations accomm
dates the spatial variation in the gap cell by permitting
change in the number of layers. At low shear rates, th
dislocations can move with the mean flow whereas at hig
shear rates they can no longer follow it. This is believed
give rise to an effective dilative strain perpendicular to t
layer, leading first to a buckling instability, likely followe
by a secondary process leading to onion formation. Alo

FIG. 5. ~a! Optical microscopy images of both water and o
lamellar phases obtained in the rheovisiometer at different timt
after a constant shear rate is applied. (a) t5100 s, (b) t5350 s,
and (c) t556500 s correspond to the water system (ġ515 s21);
figures (d) t5450 s, (e) t5880 s and (f ) t569000 s to the oil
system (ġ56 s21). Insets: shown are the variations of the SAL
pattern during the kinetics.~b! Variation ~for bothLa phases! of the
position of the Bragg peakq as a function of time, observed i
SALS after a constant shear rate is applied: oil system~s! and
water system~d!. The oil system is made of 15.1-wt. % SDS
14.55-wt. % pentanol, 47-wt. % dodecane and 23.35-wt. % w
(d595 Å) and ġ56 s21. The water system is made of 20-wt. %
AOT and 80-wt. % brine (S51.4%). The applied shear rate isġ
515 s21.
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these lines, a theory has been put forth with some succes
Wunenburgeret al. @44#. More recently, based on the cou
pling between the thermal undulations of the membrane
the flow, another buckling scenario, which exists even at u
form gap spacing, has been suggested by Zilman and Gra
@45#. According to these authors, the suppression by the fl
of the short wavelength membrane undulations generate
effective lateral pressure, leading to a buckling instabil
similar to that obtained by dilative strain. The instabili
threshold predicted by this theory is in good agreement w
experimental data provided that the viscosity of solvent
replaced by that of theLa phase. According to these author
because of its resistance to the flow, the buckling patte
once it has developed, is believed to become unstable a
turn. The lamellae do then likely roll up to form vesicle
~onions! which can flow more easily~Fig. 6!. More recently,
Marlow and Olmsted@46# suggested that an effective ten
sionof the membranes may also result from~i! a distortion of
the thermal fluctuations under shear flow,~ii ! the existence of
a frictional force during the dynamical contact between a
jacent membranes, or~iii ! the transverse force due to coll
sion between membranes. According to them, this effec
tension should lead to a decrease of the smectic distanc
observed by Yamamoto and Tanaka@47# on a very dilute
lamellar phase. However, when permeation is disallowed
too slow, the system cannot any longer reduced. It is there-
fore submitted to a dilative strain perpendicular to the pla
of membranes which, above a critical shear rate, can ind
a buckling instability. Although the origin of the effectiv
tension is still under debate, so far all theoretical mod
agree that the MLV formation results from a primary buc
ling instability of the lamellae and requires the existence
dislocations.

To get more information on the buckling mechanism, w
first studyqe as a function ofġ ~Fig. 7!. For both water and
oil lamellar systems, we getqe}ġ1/3, a result similar to the
prediction derived by Zilman and Granek~ZG! for qB , the
most unstable wave vector of the buckling instability@45#,
namely,qB'2.6(hd/kD)1/3ġ1/3 @Eq. ~2!#. To further check
this point, we also perform a systematic study ofqe as a
function ofD andd in the oil system~Fig. 8!. The result we
obtain: qe5s(d/D)1/3ġ1/3 ~wheres'50 mm21 s1/3), is still
consistent with the expression found by ZG forqB . However
a good numerical agreement between theoretical predic
and experimental data@i.e., s'2.6(h/k)1/3] requires in both
water (s'87 mm21 s1/3) and oil systems~Fig. 9! to take for
the viscosityh in Eq. ~2! values of the order of 10–100 Pa

er

FIG. 6. Shown is a schematic representation of the buck
scenario, adapted from Ref.@45#.
4-4
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quite higher than that of the solvent. Similar numerical d
crepancies arise in most of the theories previously descri
Note that this may likely be related to the existence of d
locations in the sample.

Our observations show that the emergence of MLVs
sults from astrain-controlled process, since te}ġ2b with
b'1 ~Fig. 10!. In order confirm this point, we also pe
formed a conductivity measurement along the velocity dir
tion. Figure 11 shows the variation of the conductivity me

FIG. 7. Variation ofqe as a function ofġ for both the water
system ~d! and the oil system~s!. The oil system consists o
10.62-wt. % SDS, 12.91-wt. % pentanol, 60-wt. % dodecane
16.47-wt. % water (d5159 Å). The water system is made of 20
wt. % AOT and 80-wt. % brine (S51.4%). The solid lines corre
spond to the best power law fits:qe51.34ġ (0.3160.02) for the oil
system andqe51.75ġ (0.3660.05) for the water one. The dashed lin
has a slope 1/3 and is a guide for the eyes.

FIG. 8. Shown isqe as a function ofġ1/3 for D51 mm and
different values of d: ~d! d573 Å, ~s! d589 Å, ~m! d
5111 Å, and~n! d5159 Å. Inset: shown is the slopeS(D) vs

D
21/3

for d5111 Å and different values ofD. This slope corre-
sponds to the best linear fit:qe5S(D)ġ1/3. The continuous line
corresponds to the best linear fit:S(D)5(0.11260.004)D21/3.
02150
-
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sured along theVW direction after different constant shea
rates are applied to a lamellar phase~oil system! initially at
rest. Note that conductivity is valuable information since it
related to the defects and the orientations of the membra
with respect to the flow direction@48#. However, modeling
its transient variations is very challenging. Nevertheless, i
the X axis one plots the strain instead of the time, all curv
fall on a master curve~see the inset of Fig. 11!. Therefore,
the strain is clearly the key parameter to understand the
mation of MLVs under constant shear rate. For both syste
the critical strainge5teġ required to form MLVs is very

d

FIG. 9. For both systems,qe is shown represented on a log-lo
plot as a function of (dġ/D) for different values ofd andD. For
the oil system:~s! D51 mm and the different values ofd are 73,
83, 89, 95, 111, 131, and 159 Å,~d! D50.5 mm andd5111 Å,
~m! D51.5 mm and d5111 Å, and ~n! D52 mm and d
5111 Å. For the water system~1!, values are:D51 mm andS
51.4%. The best power law fits are respectively:qe5(50.860.5)
3(ġd/D)1/3 for the oil system andqe5(87.163.2)(ġd/D)1/3 for
the water system.

FIG. 10. Variation ofte as a functionġ. For both systems the
gap spacing isD51 mm. The lines correspond to the best pow
law fit: te}ġ2b. For the oil system, one finds.te5(2452
6140.1)ġ2(0.9660.05) for d5159 Å ~s! and te5(7617.8
6710.2)ġ2(1.1660.08) for d573 Å ~d!. For the water system:te

5(5244.66140.1)ġ2(1.0260.06) for S51.4% ~m!.
4-5
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large, typically a few thousand. A systematic study ofge ,
made on the oil system, shows that it does not depend onD,
the gap cell~Fig. 12!, and varies roughly as the inverse of th
smectic distanced ~see the inset of Fig. 13!. This variation
suggests thatge5L/d, whereL is a characteristic distance o
the experiment of the order of a few tens of micromete
This order of magnitude is typically what is expected for
small eccentricity of the Couette cell because of mechan
construction or for the roughness of the walls. An importa
question can be raised: Is thestrain or the number of rota-

FIG. 11. Variation of the conductivityx measured along theVW

direction after a constant shear rate is applied att50 s to aLa

phase whose composition is 14.05-wt. % SDS, 14.17-wt. % p
tanol, 50-wt. % dodecane, and 21.78-wt. % water (d5111 Å). The
different values of applied shear rates areġ54 s21 ~d!, ġ56 s21

~s!, ġ510 s21 ~m!, ġ515 s21 ~,!, and ġ524 s21 ~1!. Inset:
master curve, shown is the renormalized conductivity defined ax̃
5@@x(t)2x(`)#/@x(0)2x(`)## vs the straing5ġt.

FIG. 12. Shown iste as a function ofġ for an oil lamellar phase
with d5111 Å and different values of the gap spacing:D
50.5 mm ~d!, D51 mm ~s!, D51.5 mm ~m!, and D52 mm
~h!. The line which corresponds to the best power law fit~for D
52 mm): te}ġ2b is te5(4807.16296.7)ġ2(1.2460.06).
02150
.

al
t

tions the important parameter? To try to elucidate this poi
we perform the same experiment with two different ce
having the same gapD51 mm but different values of the
rotor radius (RO

I 516 mm andRO
II 526 mm). For both cells,

built with similar conditions, the value of thecritical strain
necessary to form vesicles is identical, whereas the num
of rotations differs~Fig. 14!.

Therefore the formation of MLVs inLa phases stabilized
by undulation interactions results from astrain-controlled

n-

FIG. 13. Shown iste vs ġ ~oil system! for different values ofd
and for D51 mm. The solid lines stand for the best fit:te

5ge /ġ . One finds for the oil system, respectively,te5(5781.6
6242.4)/ġ for d573 Å ~J!, te5(3482.76122.1)/ġ for d583 Å
~m!, and te5(2562.7657.7)/ġ for d5159 Å ~s!. For the water
system (S51.4 wt. %), te5(5166.36153.2)/ġ. Inset: shown is
the variation of the strainge with the smectic distanced: ge

5L/d5 (41.160.7) mm/d .

FIG. 14. Shown iste vs ġ for different values ofRo , the rotor
radius, andD51 mm. The lamellar phase consists of 15.1-wt.
SDS, 14.55-wt. % pentanol, 47-wt. % dodecane, and 23.35-w
water (d595 Å). Solids lines correspond to the best powerlaw
te5ge /ġ : te5(19766107)/ġ for RO

I 516 mm ~s!, and te

5(20576138)/ġ for RO
II 526 mm~d!. The dashed line has a slop

21 and is a guide for the eyes.
4-6
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SHEAR-INDUCED FORMATION OF VESICLES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021504 ~2004!
process occurring homogeneously in the cell at a w
defined wave vectorqe . A systematic study ofqe as a func-
tion of ġ, d, and D suggests that the formation of MLV
results from a primary buckling instability, as expected fro
theories.

C. Lamellar and sponge phase coexisting region

Multilamellar vesicles can also be obtained by subject
a solution prepared in theLa /L3 two-phase region@11,12# to
shear flow. In order to do so, we prepare solutions in t
two-phase region with 20-wt. % AOT and 80-wt. % brin
with different salt content (1.5%<S<1.7%). After a few
weeks left at rest, a macroscopic interface betweenLa /L3
phases is observed. From the position of this interface,
can estimatefLa

, the volume fraction of theLa phase. To
investigate the effect of shear flow on this phase-separ
system, we first stir it gently in order to obtain a macrosco
homogenous mixture and then pour this mixture into
Couette cell. After shearing it for a few minutes at const
stress, a scattering ring appears on the screen~Fig. 15!. Its
radius evolves continuously until its reaches its steady s
value. If the shear flow is then stopped, the ring persists w
the same size, indicating that the shear-induced structu
metastable. When observed under crossed polarizers, the
ture is very similar to the so-called onion textures obtain
upon shearingLa phases: it also consists of closed comp
monodisperse multilamellar vesicles. Such a texture wh
has been observed in anotherLa /L3 two-phase mixture is
consistent with multilamellar droplets immersed into theL3
matrix @11#. A confirmation to this assertion requires SAX
or SANS experiments under shear flow since it is w
known that a sponge to lamellar shear-induced transi
may occur under flow@49#. Because of the very low elec

FIG. 15. Variation of the viscosity as a function of time after
constant stresss527 Pa is applied to aLa /L3 phase-separate
solution made of 20-wt. % AOT and 80-wt. % brine (S51.6%).
Insets: Shown are microscope images between crossed polariz
the premixedLa /L3 mixture and of the final steady state shea

induced structure. The ring obtained in SALS in the (VW ,ZW ) direction
corresponds to this final state.
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tronic contrast between AOT and water and the strong di
sion of the cell at smallq, SAXS experiments under shea
flow are difficult to perform on this system. However, pr
liminary SANS experiments show that such a shear-indu
transition does not occur in similarLa /L3 two-phase mix-
tures when water is replaced byD2O @50#. Therefore,f,
their volume fraction, is not 100% given as for onion te
tures, but is given byf5fLa

wherefLa
is the volume frac-

tion of theLa phase in the mixture. As a result, the chara
teristic distance j52p/qring determined by SALS
measurements, which indeed corresponds to the distanc
tween two adjacent droplets, is no longer the sizeR of the
droplets, as for the onion texture. Nevertheless, whenf
5fLa

.0.63, the droplets must deform and therefore b
come polyhedrons. Neglecting Plateau’s borders, taking
bic droplets for simplicity’s sake, and assuming that the
tire La phase is converted into droplets, leads tof
'(R/j)3 and therefore toR'jf1/3 @12#. Sincef.0.63,R
'j, as a consequence a variation ofR with ġ can directly be
inferred from the SALS measurement ofj. Experimentally,
when ġ increases, the final ring becomes larger, indicat
that the steady state size of the multilamellar droplets
creases. However, contrary to the onion textures obtai
upon shearingLa phases,R scales herein asġ21 and not as
ġ21/2 ~see Figs. 16 and 17!. Therefore, the physical mecha
nism fixing the steady state droplet size differs from that
glassy onion textures. To understand such a discrepa
more insights can be obtained by noticing that contrary
onion textures, the structure is not shear thinning but inst
quasi-Newtonian~Fig. 16!. Such a rheological behavior i
quite surprising if one considers that the droplet volume fr

s of

FIG. 16. Variation of the viscosityh @~n! and ~m!# and of the
steady state droplet sizeR @~s! and ~d!# as a function ofġ. The
solution is identical to that of Fig. 15. Rheology and SALS me
surements are performed on two different Couette cells. As a re
one can notice that the transition between steady states I an
occurs at slightly different values ofġL . Shown are the SALS

patterns observed in the (VW ,ZW ) plane, in state I@~n! and ~s!# and
state II @~m! and ~d!#. Inset: stress versus shear rate for small v
ues of shear rates in steady state I. The solid line stands for the
linear fit given by: t5ty1h I ġ with ty50.7 Pa and h I

52.11 Pa s.
4-7
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L. COURBIN AND P. PANIZZA PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021504 ~2004!
tion is beyond close packing. However, the existence o
yield stress cannot be completely ruled out, since we h
not investigated the rheological behavior at very low sh
rates. Nevertheless our data extrapolate at a zero shear
indicating that the value of this yield stressty is small com-
pared to the values of applied stresses~i.e., t'hġ) ~see the
inset of Fig. 16!, probably because of the very low value
surface tension betweenLa andL3 phases. Combining SALS
and rheology measurements shows that the droplet size
sults from a mechanical balance between viscous stresshġ
and Laplace pressures/R yielding to the well known rela-
tion first derived by Taylor in the case of dilute emulsio
@36#: R5s/t5s/hġ @Eq. ~3!# ~Fig. 17!. Now replacing the
value of the measured viscosity in this relation, leads to
estimation for s, the surface tension, of the order
1025 Nm21. This value is in very good agreement with e
pectation from a crude dimensional analysis:s'kBT/d2,
and also with measurements by others authors@51,52#. In
this regime, it confirms that the steady droplet size is th
monitored by the surface tension between both coexis
phases and not by the elasticity of the lamellar phase. Ind
this result is not very surprising, if one compares the ela
energy cost to form a multilamellar dropletEelas54p(k
12k̃)R/d to the energy costEsur f54pR2s to deform it.
Above a critical sizeR* '(k12k̃)/(ds) @Eq. ~4!#, the sur-
face tension should overcome the elastic energy cost
therefore competes directly with the viscous stress. To c
firm this point, we can compareR* with the measured drop
let sizes. Taking the elastic modulii of the order ofkBT, d
'10 nm ands'1025 Nm21 leads to a valueR* '0.1 mm
much smaller than the micrometric sizes, we measure
SALS.

Let us now go back to the experiments. Very surprising
above a critical shear rateġL'20 s21, a splitting of the scat-
tering ring into six well-defined peaks occurs, indicating th

FIG. 17. Variation of the droplet sizeR in the glassy state~state
I! as a function of the inverse applied shear rateġ. The system
consists of 20-wt. % AOT and 80-wt. % brine and different valu
of S. Data are obtained from SALS measurements. Solid lines s
for the best linear fit:R}1/ġ. The different symbols correspon
respectively toS51.55% ~s! with R5(25.360.9)/ġ, S51.6%
~d! with R5(46.961.8)/ġ and S51.63% ~m! with R5(64.6
60.5)/ġ.
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a long range order of the droplets with six fold symme
takes place~Figs. 16 and 18!. This effect is similar to the
shear-induced ordering, known as thelayering effect, ob-
served in colloidal suspensions of hard spheres@53#, and
more recently in someLa phases@54,55#. It shows that, in
the (VW ,ZW ) planes, the closed compact droplets organize o
triangular lattice and consequently present a hexagonal s
@54#. Under flow, the two Bragg peaks along theZW axis ap-
pear much less defined than the four other ones~see Fig. 18!.
This loss of correlation in theZW direction can be attributed to
a zigzag motion between sliding adjacent planes@53#. In this
regime, the droplet size and the viscosity vary respectively
R}ġ21/3 and h}ġ20.85 @Figs. 16 and 19~a!#. The variation
of R versusġ seem universal to the shear-induced colloid
ordering of soft monodisperse multi-lamellar droplets sinc
is also observed in someLa phases@55#. As shown in Figs.
19~a! and 19~b!, the value ofġL characterizing thedisorder/
order transition strongly depends on the salinity. The phy
cal origin of this transition is so far unexplained in bo
systems. However, it is interesting to note that it occurs
our two-phase system when the film thicknessl'j2R
'R(12f1/3)/f1/3 between adjacent droplets becomes of
order of a few hundred Å, a length typically of the order of
few times the pore sizez of the L3 phase. This fact strongly
suggests that this transition may be triggered by a confi
ment of the interstitialL3 phase. Finally, let us comment o
the origin of the very narrow size distribution of droplets
our system. Following Mason and Bibette is discussion

s
nd

FIG. 18. Shown are the SALS patterns and the angular va
tions of the Bragg intensities corresponding respectively to
glassy~I, ġ,ġL) and crystal~II, ġ.ġL) steady states. In this an
gular representation, the glassy state is characterized by a
while the six Bragg peaks correspond to the colloidal crystal st

Note the loss of intensity of the two peaks in theZW direction (b
590°, b5270°).
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emulsion@56#, let us compare the cell gap spacing,D to a
typical fracture plane thickness,l F . Assuming that our
closed compact droplet system resists flow elastically u
the applied stress overcomesty and flows within a fracture
plane of thicknessl F which develops between un-yielde
sections of the material yields:l F'Dhġ/ty @Eq. ~5!#. Since
for the range of applied shear rates,ty!hġ, Equation~5!
leads tol F@D and therefore to a homogeneous flow in t
gap cell. Consequently all droplets are sheared and rupt
at the same shear rate.

Formation mechanism

To elucidate the mechanism of formation of multilamel
droplets inLa /L3 phase-separated mixtures, we have stud

FIG. 19. ~a! Log-log plot of the droplet sizeR versusġ ~SALS
measurements!, for different values of S. The system consists
20-wt. % AOT and 80-wt. % brine. Different symbols correspond
S51.51% ~s!, S51.55% ~d!, S51.6% ~n!, S51.63% ~m!, and
S51.65% ~h!. Solid lines correspond to the best power law fi
respectively for state I and state II:R5AI ġ

21 andR5AII ġ
21/3. AI

and AII units are respectivelymm s21 and mm s21/3. One finds:
AI5(11.860.4) andAII 5(3.7460.08) for S51.51%, AI5(25.3
60.9), andAII 5(4.0160.07) forS51.55%,AI5(46.961.8), and
AII 5(4.4560.06) for S51.6%, AI5(64.660.5), andAII 5(5.31
60.09) forS51.63% andAI5(79.362.8) andAII 5(5.8660.09)
for S51.65%. ~b! Orientation diagram as a function ofS and ġ
(T525 °C). The values ofġL are determined from SALS measur
ments as shown in~a!. Symbols are identical to those in~a!. The
dashed line is a guide for the eyes.
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the kinetics of droplet formation by means of SALS a
optical microscopy. Figures 20~a! and 20~b! show the evolu-
tion of the SALS pattern after a constant shear flow has b
applied premixed mixture. As forLa systems~see Sec. A 1!
we first observe a strong anisotropic enhancement of
scattered intensity at small angles@see Fig. 20~a!#. Then,
after a time delayte , a scattering ring suddenly emerges
q5qe @Figs. 20~a! and 20~b!#, and persists with same radiu
for a few hours when the shear flow is stopped. If a fe
drops of the sample are then removed from the cell a
placed between crossed polarizers under optical microsc
a homogeneous modulation of the optical index@Figs. 20~a!
and 20~b!#, similar to the texture of closed compact multila
mellar droplets can be observed. The variations of the em
ing size,Re52p/qe, and of the delay time,te , with ġ are
identical to what we observe for theLa system~Fig. 21!,
namely,te}1/ġ and Re}ġ21/3. These results show that th
strain-controlledprocess at the origin of the formation o

FIG. 20. ~a! Evolution of the texture observed between cross
polarizer under microscope prior shearing (t50 s) and after a con-
stant shear rateġ512 s21 is applied to a premixedLa /L3 two-
phase coexisting mixture for whichS51.6%. Insets: shown are th

corresponding SALS patterns observed in the (VW ,ZW ) plane: (a) t
590 s, (b) t5te5450 s, (c) t53900 s, and (d) t5115200 s.~b!
Temporal variation of the position of the ringq obtained after ap-
plying to the premixedLa /L3 mixture different values ofġ: ġ
55 s21 ~m!, ġ58 s21 ~s!, andġ512 s21 ~d!. The system is iden-
tical to ~a! and the origin of time is taken when the shear flow
applied.
4-9
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L. COURBIN AND P. PANIZZA PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021504 ~2004!
MLVs in La phases, likely takes place in the lamellar d
mains of theLa /L3 two-phase mixture upon shearing.

As for theLa system, the initial radius of the MLVs in th
La domains of theLa /L3 mixture, Re , does not satisfy a
mechanical balance. Therefore, when the shear flow is
sued atġ, the size of the droplets changes continuously
order to reach mechanical equilibrium. However, contrary
La systems, this process presents two steps@see Fig. 20~b!#:
first, the wave vectorq characterizing the scattering ring in
creases to a pseudo-steady-state valueqM and then it de-
creases until it reaches its final size,qf . Therefore, the cor-
responding droplet sizeR, first, decreases to reach
minimum valueRM52p/qM and then increases to its equ

FIG. 21. Variations of the emergence sizeRe52p/qe and of the
delay timete defined in Fig. 20~b! as a function ofġ. The system is
a premixedLa /L3 mixture (S51.6%). Solid lines correspond t
the best power law fits:Re5(5.5260.19)ġ2(0.3560.01) and te

5(61506380)ġ2(1.0260.02).

FIG. 22. Variation for state I of the initial@Re ~d!#, minimum
@RM ~s!#, and final droplet sizes@Rf ~m!# defined in Fig. 20~b! as
a function of ġ. The system is a premixedLa /L3 mixture (S
51.6%). The continuous lines correspond to the best power
fits: Re5(5.3360.31)ġ2(0.3360.03), RM5(5.64
60.44)ġ2(0.4260.04), and Rf5(16.9561.66)ġ2(0.7860.05). Inset:
shown are log-log plots.
02150
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librium valueRf52p/qf . This final sizeRf varies as previ-
ously said asġ21, below ġL , and asġ21/3 above, while the
sizeRM scales asġ21/2 below ġL , and more asġ21/3 above
~see Figs. 22 and 23!. For ġ<ġL , the variation ofRM with ġ
is identical to the scaling observed for the steady state on
textures obtained upon shearing theLa phases. This resul
suggests that once the initial MLVs are formed in theLa

w

FIG. 23. Variation for state II of the initial@Re ~d!#, minimum
@RM ~s!#, and final droplet sizes@Rf ~m!# defined in Fig. 20~b! as
a function of ġ. The system is identical to that of Fig. 22. Th
continuous lines stand for the best power law fits:Re5(5.79
60.53)ġ2(0.3660.02), RM5(4.3460.14)ġ2(0.3560.01), and Rf

5(4.8560.18)ġ2(0.3660.01). Inset: shown are log-log plots.

FIG. 24. Schematic representation of the mechanism of dro
formation in La /L3 two phase-separated mixtures submitted to
constant shear flow.
4-10
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SHEAR-INDUCED FORMATION OF VESICLES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021504 ~2004!
domains, their sizeR, decreases, as forLa systems, until
elastic and viscous stresses balance each other~i.e., RM

}ġ21/2). Within this picture, the surface tension betweenLa
andL3 phases does not play a significant part and, theref
at this intermediate stage, theL3 phase likely lies outside the
La domains. Contrary to the behavior observed inLa phases
~onion textures!, what can then explain the further increa
of the droplet size? Indeed, once the droplets have reac
this intermediate stage, theL3 phase must intercalate be
tween these droplets since we know that forġ<ġL , the
steady state droplets are immersed in theL3 phase. Indeed
such a scenario~see Fig. 24! seems consistent with our k
netics observations. The increase of the droplet size at l
time becomes slower asġ increases. This trend can be qua
tatively understood if one recall that theL3 phase must then
invade a porous medium made of smaller pores~i.e., typi-
cally the minimum droplet size,RM). When we perform con-
ductivity measurements cell along the velocity directi
~Fig. 25! once a constant shear rate is applied to theLa /L3
mixture, two distinct regimes can also be distinguished. Fi
the conductivity decreases and after a timetc reaches a mini-
mum; then it increases up to its steady state value. The va
tion of tc with ġ shows that the conductivity presents a min
mum once a constant critical straingc is reached~see the
insets of Figs. 25 and 26!. The value of this critical strain
which is identical to that required for the emergence of
scattering ring in SALS~i.e., for the formation of initial mul-
tilamellar droplets! confirms that thestrain is thekey param-
eter to understand the formation of MLVs inLa /L3 two-
phase mixtures. As for onion textures obtained upon shea
La phases, the formation of multilamellar droplets inLa /L3

FIG. 25. Variation of the conductivityx measured along the

VW direction after a constant shear rate is applied att50 s to a
water system (S51.6%). The different values of applied she
rates are respectively:ġ55 s21 ~d!, ġ518 s21 ~s!, ġ570 s21

~m!, ġ5110 s21 ~,!, and ġ5170 s21 ~1!. The time te standing
for the emergence of the scattering ring in SALS corresponds totc ,
the time to reach the minimum of conductivity. Inset: variati
of te and tc as a function ofġ. The solid lines correspond to th
best power laws fits: te5geġ

21 and tc5gcġ
21. Different

symbols stands for the measurements made in SALS~h!:
te5(61506380)ġ2(1.0260.02), and conductivity ~j!: te

5(55906335)ġ2(0.9860.03).
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phase-separated mixtures also seems to be triggered
primary buckling instability of the membranes.

CONCLUSION

Glassy assemblies made of closed compact multilame
vesicles can be formed upon shearing bothLa phases~onion
textures! and La /L3 phase-separated mixtures. In both sy
tems, the vesicles are monodisperse and their steady
size can be tuned continuously from a few micromet
down to a tenth of it by merely changing the value of appli
shear rate. ForLa phases, the vesicle volume fraction is a
ways 100% whereas forLa /L3 mixtures, it can be tuned
from 0 to 100%. As a consequence, the physical mechan
controlling the steady state size is different in both cas
Thus, forLa /L3 mixtures, the vesicle size (R}ġ21) results
from a balance between capillary and viscous forces~‘‘Tay-
lor’s droplets’’!, whereas forLa phases, its variation with
shear rate (R}ġ21/2) is still not yet understood. However
we have shown that in both cases the formation of vesic
occurs homogeneously in the shear cell at a fixed wave v
tor qe , similar to what is expected for a hydrodynamic i
stability. For both systems, the variation ofqe with experi-
mental parameters~i.e., shear rate, smectic distance, and
gap spacing of the Couette cell! bears striking similarities
with the theoretical predictions of Zilman and Granek@45#.
These results strongly suggest that the formation of mult
mellar vesicles is monitored by an instability of the lamell
under flow, as expected by recent theories. However, the
istence of a large critical strain necessary to develop
instability is very mysterious. We hope that these still op
questions will motivate theoretical works.
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FIG. 26. Master curve: shown is the renormalized conductiv
defined as x̃5@(x(t)2x(te))/(x(0)2x(te))# vs the strain g
5ġt. One finds experimentallyge'gc'6000.
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